2i4	EAST AGAIN
gave him his nickname because of a little incident that happened
on the second day. He told us that he particularly wished to
reach a certain village where his wife and little children
resided and our voyage proceeded well into the night. At last
we tied up near a group of houses and the " Bad Man " hurried
ashore to be greeted we imagined by his happy offspring. It
was only while he was still away that we learned that he wasn't
married and that it was somebody else's wife that he was
in such a hurry to meet. After all it didn't matter. He was
happy and one presumes the lady was too—her husband was
up-river at Jehol—and happiness is too rare in the world to be
grudged. I know what you are thinking, kind reader—" What
wicked sentiments ! "—but you have never floated down the
Luan Ho in early summer. If you had—who knows ?
For the first two days and part of the second we were passing
through lovely gorges to emerge into a wide valley and on again
to far-stretching plains. I know not how many times a day we
tumbled overboard and swam, sometimes in moderately deep
still water5 at others tossed hurriedly over foamy shallows. And
as we floated downstream we lay in our boat and watched the
mountains glide past with their precipices and their broken
serrated summits. The steep slopes were green with the
verdure of early summer and the rocks were purple and the
shadows blue.
Just where we emerged from the valley to the open country
runs the Great Wall, rising and falling as it follows the contours
of the hills from peak to peak, its crenellated outline extending
mile after mile along the highest ridge with innumerable fortified
Watch Towers built for the protection of its garrison. It is a
monument of profound greatness and of almost superhuman
effort for the Wall with its ramifications is estimated to exceed
2,500 miles in length.
Often we went ashore; sometimes to visit a little fortified
town, or a river-side temple or a village secluded amongst its
gardens—and everywhere we met with friendliness.
In winter the boatmen's life is hard, and there are many of
them. Sheets of ice come floating down with the current gashing
legs and thighs, for the men are half the time in the water
guiding their laden boats through the shallows. But in summer
it is hot and the boatmen discard all clothing and live in a state
of nudity. Our crews insisted, merrily, to help wait on us at
our meals and in order to appear a little dressed they put on

